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Abstract
We study experimentally—using Janus colloids—and theoretically—using Active Brownian Particles
—the sedimentation of dilute active colloids.We first confirm the existence of an exponential density
profile.We show experimentally the emergence of a polarized steady state outside the effective
equilibrium regime, i.e. when the sedimentation speed vs is notmuch smaller than the propulsion
speed v0. The experimental distribution of polarization is very well described by the theoretical
predictionwith no fitting parameter.We then discuss and compare three expressionswhich have been
proposed tomeasure the pressure of sedimenting particles: theweight of particles above a given
height, the flux ofmomentum and active impulse, and the force densitymeasured by pressure gauges.

1. Introduction

The sedimentation of active particles has recently attracted a lot of interest, both experimentally [1, 2] and
theoretically [3–10]. In the simplest of limits inwhich the interactions between particles can be neglected and
their sedimentation speed vs ismuch smaller than their self-propulsion speed v0, the systembehaves as an
equilibriumone, leading to an exponential density profile

r µ -( ) ( ) ( )z mgz kTexp . 1eff

The effective temperature is then given by a Stokes–Einstein relation kTeff≡D/μ, withD andμ the diffusivity
and themobility of the particles. This regimewas observed experimentally for self-diffusiophoretic Janus
colloids [2]. The impact of interactions between particles on the above small vs/v0 regimewas recently explored
experimentally and numerically in [1].

In this article, we consider experimentally and theoretically the fate of dilute active sedimenting systems
when the sedimentation speed cannot be neglected, i.e. beyond the effective equilibrium regime.We use self-
propelled Janus colloids in 2D as amodel experimental active system, andmodel themusing non-interacting
Active Brownian Particles (ABPs, see section 2).Wefirst consider the distribution of particles in the
sedimentation profile (section 3). Our experiments show that the gravityfield leads to a polarized steady state in
agreementwith earlier theoretical predictions [3, 5, 11]. Furthermore, the distribution of orientations of the
particles within the exponential sedimentation profile agrees quantitatively, without anyfitting parameter, with
the one predicted analytically for sedimenting ABPs [5].

The pressure of active particles has attracted a lot of interest recently [12–25].We discuss the expression of
pressure for sedimenting active particles [1] (section 4). For our ABPmodel, we give a clear interpretation of a
bulk pressure, defined as theweight exerted on the system above a certain height [1, 26–30], in terms of
momentum transfer.We give a complete characterisation of the latter in terms of correlatorsmeasured in the
bulk of the system and a recently introduced active impulse [14]. Excellent agreement is shownbetween
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experimentalmeasurements of the pressure and these bulk observables. Finally, we discuss whether such an
expression of pressure can be related to force densities exerted on pressure gauges.

2. Experimental setup and theoreticalmodel

When immersed in a hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) bath, gold Janus colloids of radius a=1.1±0.1 μmhalf
coatedwith Platinumbecome active and propel themselves with a force f p

D3 by self-diffusiophoresis [31]. Their
density being very high around ρ=11 g cm−3, the colloids immediately sediment onto theflat bottomof an
experimental cell to form a bi-dimensional layer of particles. Due to the huge reservoir of peroxide, activity can
be considered as constant during each experiment. For each experiment we recordmovies of 5000 images@ 20
fps, for a total duration of 250 s. This experimental set-up, sketched infigure 1, was previously used to study the
cluster phase [32] and theweak sedimentation limit [1] of active Janus colloids.

Here, using a piezoelectricmodule, we tilt the experimental cell with an angleα to create a reduced gravity
field ag sin , leading to a controllable sedimentation velocity vs, that we take along the z-axis:-v es z .We start
with an angleα as small as possible, andwe increase vs by increasingα, until all the gas collapses into the dense
phase. In the followingwe denote q( )v u0 the 2Dpropulsion velocity of a colloid in the (x, z) plane (see figure 1).
Note that, experimentally, wemeasure the velocity of a particle at position r: q= -˙ ( )v vr u es z0 . For each
experiment wemeasure v0, which is found around 4±0.2 μm s−1, and vs (see appendices A andB for details). In
the following, wewill present experimental results for different realisations corresponding to values of the ratio
vs/v0 from∼0.08 to∼0.28.

To account for our experimental results, wemodel the colloids as ABPs [33] that are self-propelled at a
constant velocity v0 along their internal direction ofmotion u and subject to rotational diffusion. As in the
experiments, themotion of the particles is restricted to the 2Dplane parallel to the bottomplate and subject to a
sedimentation velocity-v es z downward along the z-axis. Furthermore, wewill assume that the orientation
vectors u of the particles are also restricted to this 2Dplane. This is not the case experimentally since the
propulsion force f p

3D can point in any direction in 3D.However, we do not have experimental access to the 3D

statistics of f p
3D andwe show in appendix B that allowing rotational diffusion in 3D for the ABPs leads only to

quantitatively similar results with small corrections, so that our experimental data are not able to distinguish
between the two situations. For simplicity, we thus consider a propulsion velocity offixed norm v0 and 2D
orientation vector q q q= -( ) ( )u sin , cos , subject to rotational diffusionwith diffusion coefficientDr. The
overdamped dynamics of a particle at position r andwith a sedimentation speed vs then follows the Langevin
equation

q q x= - =˙ ( ) ˙ ( )v v Dr u e ; 2 , 2s z r0

where ξ is aGaussianwhite noise with zeromean and unit variance x x dá ¢ ñ = - ¢( ) ( ) ( )t t t t . The persistence
time t º -Dp r

1 and length º -l v Dp r0
1provide natural time and length units. Numerically, we integrate

equation (2) using Euler time-steppingwith time step dt=0.1τp.
Equation (2) does not include interactions between particles and thus only attempts to describe the dilute

gaseous phase of the experiments. It would be interesting to ultimately describe interacting particle systems, to
be able to resolve the full sedimentation profile. This would require adding short-range pairwise forces to the
dynamics in(2). It could also be interesting to study the role of inter-particle torques, even if nothing indicates
that these play an important role in our experimental setup. Then, the external field could induce external

Figure 1. Left: illustration of the experimental setup. Janus particles are immersed in a hydrogen peroxide bath and sediment towards
the bottomof the experimental cell. They then form amonolayer where each particlemoveswith 2D velocity ṙ resulting fromboth
self-propulsion and sedimentation. Using a piezoelectric device we tilt the experimental cell by an angleαwhich leads to a reduced
gravity field ag sin .Right: 2D scheme of a Janus particle under sedimentation. The particlemoves forwardwith amean velocity v0 and
an orientation θ, but due to the sedimentation velocity vs, the (average) velocity vector is q= -˙ ( )v vr u es z0 .
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torques on the particles, a topic which has been studied recently in [34]. Notefinally that equation (2) does not
include thefluidwhich surrounds the colloids. The latter indeed rest on a tilted surface which acts as a local
momentum sink, which legitimates neglecting the role of hydrodynamics in this setup6.

3. Sedimentation profile and polarization

The steady state distribution of sedimenting ABPs described by equation (2) is an exponential density profile
[3, 5, 6, 11]. Indeed, the Fokker–Planck equation for the probability  q( )tr, , tofind a particle at position r
with orientation θ at time t reads

  ¶ = - - + ¶q· [( ) ] ( )v v Du e , 3t s z r0
2

and by symmetry  q q=( ) ( )zr, , . As shown in [5], equation (3) can be solved by separation of variables.
WritingP(z, θ)=f (θ)ρ(z) in equation (3), ρ and f satisfy in steady state

r r l¢ = -( ) ( ) ( )z z , 4

q
l

q q = - - =( ) ( ) ( ) ( )f
D

v v f
1

cos 0. 5
r

s0

The density profile is thus of the form ρ(z)∝e−z/λ, with a sedimentation lengthλ. The solutions of
equation (5) areMathieu functions. The periodicity of f (θ) then implies [5] l l- = -( ) ( ( ))v D a v D4 2s r r0 0

where a0 is the first characteristic value of theMathieu equation (see [35] for properties of the solutions of
equation (5)). Expanding a0 for small vs/v0 [35], one gets the sedimentation lengthλ as

l = - +
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

⎛
⎝
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⎛
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⎞
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At the same order in vs/v0, one gets for the orientation distribution:

p q q q= + + +
⎛
⎝
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⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
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⎞
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3.1.Density profile
Wefirstmeasure experimentally the density profile r ( )z . To do so, we use a coarse graining operation (5.1 μm
height slices) and both a spatial average over the x-axis and a time average over the experiment duration. In
figure 2 the resulting experimental sedimentation profiles are shown for several values of vs/v0. The density
profiles indeed exhibit an exponential decay in the dilute phase—which corresponds to a linear dependence in
our semi-log plot—with a sedimentation lengthλ.

Figure 2. Left: ρ(z) for vs/v0=0.09, 0.13, 0.18, 0.29.We observe an exponential decay in the dilute gas phase, where particle
interactions become negligible. Note that for a better display the origin of z is arbitrary. The plain lines correspond to a joint fit of all
data sets with one free parameter,Dr, which is found to beDr=0.08±0.003 s−1.Right: picture of the experimental system for
vs/v0=0.29. Blurry particles at the top are due to the defocus induced by the tilt of the sample.

6
Forweak sedimentation speeds, the role of hydrodynamics in sedimenting active particles has been shown to be rather limited [4].
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The theoretical expression for the sedimentation length equation (6) depends only on parameters that
should be accessible experimentally. However,measuring precisely the rotational diffusion coefficientDr of the
active colloids is difficult. The statistics of the velocity autocorrelation in the dilute gas region is indeed too
limited to accuratelymeasureDr. Therefore, we useDr as a free parameter and fit the density profiles shown in
figure 2with equation (6). This leads to =  -D 0.08 0.003 sr

1. Note that this value is compatible with the
Brownian estimateDr=0.12±0.04 s−1 (the significant errorbar is due to 10%polydispersity). Our slightly
smallermeasurement could be due to the proximity of the bottom surface.

3.2. Polarization
A remarkable feature of the sedimentation profile of active particles is the existence of a non-vanishingmean
polarization. Afirst visualisation of this polarization can be obtained from the distribution of velocities in the
sedimentation profile.Wemeasure the instantaneous velocities of free particles ṙ—positions are smoothedwith
aGaussian average over s1 , particles are considered free if they have no neighbour in a radius of 5.1 μm—and
build the corresponding 2Dprobability distribution function (see figure 3). Note that ṙ corresponds to the
observed velocity, which includes both the propulsion velocity v0u(θ) and the sedimentation velocity−vsez.

As expected, when the sedimentationfield is negligible, for examplewhen vs/v0∼ 0.09, the distribution of
velocities has an isotropic ‘ringlike’ shape, with a radius∼v0. On the contrary, when the sedimentation speed
increases, a striking behaviour emerges as themicroswimmers polarise against the gravityfield: the distribution
of velocities is no longer isotropic and colloids aremost likely oriented upwards, leading to a strong peak of
probability at the top of the ringlike distribution. Note that, due to the sedimentation velocity, there is also a
downward shift of the centre of the ring, which is clearly visible when vs/v0 is large enough.

To compare with theoretical predictions based on the ABPmodel(2), we extract the orientation
distribution q( )f from the experimental 2Dprobability distribution of ṙ (see appendix A).We plot the
orientation distribution 2πf (θ) infigure 4 (symbols) against the theoretical prediction from equation (7) (solid
lines). Note that the agreement between experiments and theory is remarkable, without any fitting parameter.
Modelling our self-propelled Janus colloids as ABPs thus allows us to quantitatively account for their
sedimentation profile.

4. Pressures in sedimentation profiles

Studying the pressure of active systems is a fascinating challenge for at least two reasons: first as the out-of-
equilibrium fate of a thermodynamic state variable that controls phase equilibria and flows in passive systems.

Figure 3.Probability distribution of themeasured velocities ṙ. The colour code corresponds to a normalised distribution ( ˙ ˙)P x z, . The
polarization becomesmore apparent as vs/v0 increases. The downward offset of the distribution gives access to the sedimentation
velocity vs (see appendix A), represented to scale by thewhite arrows in the upper right corner of each sub-figure.
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Then as ameasurement of the force that active particles collectively exert on their environment. Since active particles
exchangemomentumwith the environment, theirmomentumdoesnot satisfy a conservation equation so that
pressure cannot beunambiguously defined fromtheirmomentumflux. Inparticular, such abulk expression is not,
in general, equivalent to the force density exertedby active particles on a confiningboundary [20].

There are notable exceptions to this lack of equation of state, such as non-interacting ABPs [17, 21, 23, 25].
For suchmodels, a homogeneous isotropic system exerts a force density on a container that can be expressed as
observablesmeasured in the bulk of the system, despite wall-dependent boundary layers. The question as to
whether this extends to our polarized sedimentation profile is completely open. (See [34] for the case of weak
sedimentationwhere the polarization can be neglected.) In section 4.1, wefirst show that a pressure defined as
theweight exerted on the active system above a certain height can be related tomomentum transfer in the bulk of
the system, as suggested in [1]. Nevertheless, we show in section 4.2 that this bulk pressure cannot be related to
the force densitymeasured by a confining interface: it cannot be readwith a pressure gauge. The difference
between such amechanicalmeasurement and our bulk pressure however vanishes as vs/v0→0, provided the
pressure gauge is oriented orthogonally to the gravityfield.

4.1. Pressure asmomentumflux: the active impulse
In equilibrium, the equation of state relating the osmotic pressure to bulk properties of a system can be directly
measured using a sedimentation profile [26, 28], within a local density approximation. The underlying idea is
that the total weight exerted on the particles above a given height z is balanced by the osmotic pressure at this
height so that the pressure can bemeasured as:

ò rP = ¢ ¢
¥

( ) ( ) ( )z mg z zd , 8
z

w eff

wheremgeff is the effective weight of the particles.Within the local density approximation, one then infers
Πw(ρ(z)) fromΠw(z). Equation (8) can be seen as a consequence ofmomentum conservation above a height z:
the incomingmomentumflux, whichwewriteΠm(z), is balanced by the total external force (density) applied
above a plane z,Πw(z), which is the only external source ofmomentum.

It is natural to askwhether this construction also applies to active systems, as recently proposed [1]. Indeed,
each active particle injectsmomentum into the activefluid so thatmomentum is not conserved. This injection of
momentum can be quantified using the active impulseDpa [14]. For particle i, at position ri and orientation θi,
Dpi

a measures the totalmomentum the particle will receive on average from the environment in the future:

òD =
¥

( ) ( ) ( )t s sp fd , 9i
t

i
a p

where q= ( )ff ui i
p p is the propulsion force of the particle and the overbar represents an average over future

histories, for fixed ri(t) and θi(t). Interestingly, it was recently shown that a class of active systems, towhich our
ABPmodel(2) belongs, admits a generalised conservation law: the sumof the particles’momenta and of their
active impulses [14] form a conserved quantity. In such cases, one can show [14] that the active impulse
corresponds in steady-state to the swimpressure introduced in [23, 25].We now show that, in this context,

Figure 4.Distribution of particle orientations for increasing vs/v0=0.09, 0.13, 0.18, 0.29. Symbols correspond to experiments and
solid lines to the theoretical predictions from equation (7).
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Πw(z), defined in equation (8), can be related to the flux ofmomentum and active impulse through an interface
at height z.

We consider particles evolving under the dynamics(2). The dynamics of themicroscopic density field
r d= å -ˆ ( )r ri i is given by

r = -ˆ̇ · ˆ ( )J 10

år q dº - + -ˆ ˆ ( ) ( ) ( )v vJ e u r r . 11s z
i

i i0

In a sedimentation profile, the steady state isflux-free leading to a vanishingmean current º á ñ =ˆJ J 0, so that

år q d= á - ñ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )v vr e u r r , 12s z
i

i i0

where the angular brackets are steady-state averages andwehave introduced r rº á ñˆ . Equation (12) simply states
that the downward contribution to thedensity current due to the sedimentationof theparticles is opposedby an
averageupwardbias of their active force orientations as already shown in the studyof thepolarization in section3. For
non-interactingABPs, the rhs of equation (12) canbe rewritten as thefluxof active impulse (see [14] and appendixD)

å åq d m dá - ñ = - á D - ñ( ) ( ) · ˙ ( )v u r r r p r r .
i

i i
i

i i i0
a

Integrating equation (12) from z to¥, projecting along ez , and dividing byμ then leads to

ò år dP = = á D - ñ º P
¥

( ) ( ) ˙ ( ) ( ) ( )z mg z z p zr r 13
z i

i z i iw eff ,
a

m

whereΠm(z) is the upward flux of active impulse. Note that, here and thereafter, we retain the x-dependence in
d -( )r ri for dimensionality reasons, even though the result solely depends on z. Equation (13) balances the total
force exerted on the system above z, given by the lhs, with the flux of active impulse through the horizontal plane
at height z. If wewere to include a diffusive contribution to the dynamics(2), this balancewould become

ò å år d r d= á D - ñ + - ¶ á D - ñ
¥

( ) ˙ ( ) ( ) ( )mg z z p kT D pr r r r , 14
z i

i z i i z
i

z i ieff ,
a

,
a

where the last two terms come from thediffusivefluxes ofmomentumand active impulse, respectively. The central
result(13) shows that, rather surprisingly in thismomentumnon-conserving system, the total force density
applied above a height z,Πw(z), is balanced, as in equilibrium,by anupward effectivemomentumflux,Πm(z).

Tomake connectionwith our experimental system,we note that, for ABPs, the active impulse(9) can be
readily computed as [14]

qD = ( ( )) ( )
f

D
tp u . 15

p

r

a

Rewriting(13) then leads to

å åm
q d

m
q dP = á - ñ - á - ñ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )z

v

D

v v

D
r r r rcos cos . 16

r i
i i

s

r i
i im

0
2

2 0

Introducing the orientation and nematicfields

å q d= á - ñ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )m r r rcos 17z
i

i i

å q d= á - ñ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )Q r r rcos 2 , 18zz
i

i i

which solely depend on z in the steady state, equation (16) can be rewritten as

m
r

m
P = + -( ) [ ( ) ( )] ( ) ( )z

v

D
z Q z

v v

D
m z

2
. 19

r
zz

s

r
zm

0
2

0

Equation (19) shows that, unlike in equilibrium,Πm(z)measured in a sedimentation profile, and thusΠw(z),
do not give access to the pressure of a bulk homogeneous systemof density ρ0=ρ(z). Indeed, the latter would be

given by  r=
m
v

D2 0
r

0
2

. The difference is due to the non-isotropic orientation of the active particles in the

sedimentation profile. Note that the local density approximation of the equilibrium case is here generalised into
a new local approximation involvingmz andQzz, and not only ρ(z). The fact that these two new fields are
different in sedimenting and homogeneous isotropic active systems is the reasonwhy the EOS of the latter
cannot be directly read from sedimentation experiments; it can however be reconstructed from the joint
measurement ofΠw,mz andQzz (provided v0, vs,μ andDr are known). Note that the difference betweenΠm(z)
and  vanishes in the limit vs/v0→0, as expected in this effective equilibrium regime inwhich active particles
become indistinguishable frompassive colloids with an effective temperature m= ( )kT v D2 reff 0

2 [2, 5].
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Using f (θ) computed in section 3, one can rewritemz andQzz as

r r= + = +⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

⎛
⎝⎜
⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

⎞
⎠⎟( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )m z z

v

v
o

v

v
Q z z

v

v
o

v

v
;

4
20z

s s
zz

s s

0

2

0
2

2

so thatΠm(z) can be rewritten as:

m
rP = - + ⎜ ⎟
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⎝⎜
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⎝⎜
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⎝

⎞
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For the experimental systemdescribed in section 2wemeasure:

òm r mP = + P( ) ( ) ( )z v z zd , 22s
z

w

L

out

where L corresponds to the top of the experimental observation box and

òm rP =
¥

( ) ( )v z zd . 23sout
L

WeextractμΠout by plotting equation (22) against equation (21) for all accessible values of z (see appendix C).
We could equivalently use equation (19) but themeasurements ofQzz(z) andmz(z) are noisier and the
corresponding estimate ofΠout slightly less reliable. As shown infigure 5, the agreement between the
experimentalmeasurements ofΠw(z) and our theoretical predictions forΠm(z) is very good. This agreement is
quantified infigure 6 using a parametric plot. Finally, note that, in our experiments, the ratio vs/v0 is large
enough to lead to a clear polarization of the sedimentation profile, as shown in section 3. The correction to
pressure due to polarization however scales as (vs/v0)

2 so that, althoughmeasurable, the impact of polarization
on the pressuremeasurement is limited (see figure 6).

4.2. Connection tomechanical forces
In equilibrium, the relation betweenmomentumflux and force densities exerted on confining interfaces iswell
understood. In particular themechanical pressure, defined as the force density on a confining vessel, is equal to the
hydrodynamic pressure defined fromabulk stress tensor so that the former satisfies an equationof state: it does not
dependon the details of the confiningpotential. In activematter, on the other hand, themechanical pressure is
genericallynot given by an equationof state, except in exceptional cases towhichourABPmodel(2)belongs. It is
thusnatural towonderwhether these results, obtained for bulk homogeneous systems, extend to the case of
sedimenting profiles.Note that a complementary approachbasedon continuummechanics canbe found in [34].

To answer this question, we compare the ‘bulk’ pressures P ( )zw , defined inequation (8), and its expression
as an effectivemomentumflux,Πm, computed as equation (19), to themechanical pressure felt by
(semi-permeable) pressure gauges.Wefirst consider a pressure gaugemodelled as a confining potential starting
at height zw, invariant by translation along x, and confining the particles from above (seefigure 7).We thus
measure a force density along the ẑ axis, that we callPz.We then turn to the complementary problemof a vertical
confining potential starting at xw and compute the corresponding force density Px (see figure 7).

Figure 5.Pressure profiles for =v v 0.29s 0 . In black, the pressureΠw(z)measured experimentally by integrating the density above
a height z, following equation (22). In blue, the effectivemomentum fluxΠm(z) predicted by equation (19) and, in green, its
approximation equation (21). Note that the curves forΠm correspond to localmeasurements whereasΠw(z) results from an
integration. The noise level in the latter is thusmuch lower than in the former.
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Taking into account the confining potentialVw, the dynamics of the systembecomes

q m= - - ˙ ( ) ( ) ( )v v Vr u e r . 24s z w0

Themechanical pressure exerted by the particles on the confining gauge boundary can be computed as

ò r= ¶
¥

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )P z z V z zd , 25z w
z

z w
b

where zb is anyheight in the bulkof the system,with z zb w .Note that the formula(25) is completely generic and
holds for any confiningpotential. It does not dependon the choice of zb sinceVw vanishes for z zw. Furthermore,
the convergence of the integral as  ¥z is ensuredby the fact that the density of particle vanishes in thewall.

Using standardmethods [20] detailed in appendix E, one gets that

m
r

m
+ = + -( ) ( ) [ ( ) ( )] ( ) ( )P z W z

v

D
z Q z

v v

D
m z

2
, 26z w w

r
w zz w

s

r
z w

0
2

0

wherewe have introduced theweight ò r=
¥

( ) ( )W z mg z zd
z eff of active particles above a given height z in the

presence of the confining boundary.
Crucially, comparing(19)with(26) shows thatmeasuring theweightΠw(zw) of active particles above a

given height zw in an unbounded sedimentation profile (or the effectivemomentumfluxΠm(zw) at this height) is

Figure 6.Parametric plot ofμΠm(z), equation (19), versusμΠw(z), equation (22), for vs/v0=0.29 (blue symbols). The black dotted
line y = x is a guide for the eye that corresponds to our theoretical predictions. A best affinefit y = ax + b gives a=1.04 and

b=0.003. The role of polarization for this value of vs/v0 can be visualised using m r= ( )z
v

D2 r

0
2

instead ofΠm (red symbols), which

leads to a=1.16 and b = 0.001. The 1.16 prefactor corresponds to the prediction(21): -
-
( )1 1.17

v

v

7

4

1
s
2

0
2 . Inset, parametric plot of

the approximation(21) ofμΠm(z) versusμΠw(z), which leads to a=0.99 and b=0.

Figure 7. Illustration of themeasurements of themechanical pressure defined as a force density exerted on a pressure gauge. Left: upon
inserting a horizontal pressure gauge, the particles are confined from above. They start experiencing a repulsive potential when
reaching a height zw.Right: the pressure gauge is now oriented along gravity. Particles start experiencing a repulsive potential when
they reach xw. In both cases, the repulsive potential has afinite rangeσ so that no particle goes beyond zw+σ or xw+σ.
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not equal to the force density Pz(zw) felt by the pressure gauge. This has two origins that we nowdetail. First,
therhs of(26), even though functionally identical to the rhs of(19), will take a different value because of the
presence of the confining interface: ρ(zw),mz(zw) andQzz(zw) take different valueswith orwithout the confining
potential.More importantly, the factorW(zw) tells us that the force that thewall has to exert to confine active
particles is equal to their effectivemomentum fluxminus the force exerted by the gravity field on the active
particles in thewall region. Themechanical pressure Pz(zw) is thus lower thanΠm(zw) (evenmeasured in the
presence of the confining interface) because part of the confinement is done by gravity itself. This contribution is
clearly wall-dependent andwill thus always prevent the existence of an equation of state forPz(zw).

Interestingly, the computation of themechanical pressure felt by a confining interface for, say, an equilibrium
ideal gaswould lead toPz(zw)+W(zw)= ρ(zw)kT. Strictly speaking, there is thus no equation of state for the
mechanical pressurePzmeasured in a sedimentation profile of an equilibrium system.Note that this does not

contradict the statisticalmechanics expressionof pressure = -¶
¶

P F

V
: this only leads to boundary-independent

equation of stateswhen theboundary contributions to the free energy are negligible. This only applies in systems in
which the free energy is extensive,which is not the case for sedimenting systems. That said, theweight (density)of
passive particles interactingwith the pressure gauge is of the order ofρmgσ, whereσ is the interaction range of the
confining potential; for non-interacting sedimenting particles, it has to be comparedwith a pressure ρkT so that the
violation of the equationof state ismeasuredbyσmg/kT. This is the ratio between the range of the confining
potential and the sedimentation height; for sedimenting colloidal particles, thiswouldbe completely negligible.On
the contrary, for an active system, there is afinite boundary layer of particles that accumulate at thewall, which
makes this contribution non-vanishing evenwhenσ→ 0.Using standard results on the accumulationof active
particles at confining boundaries [36], wefind this contribution to be of the order of vs/v0

7.
Let us now look at what happens for a confining boundary oriented normal to the x̂ direction (see figure 7).

The exact same computation as above leads to

r
m

r= + +( ) ( ) [ ( ) ( )] ( )P z kT x z
v

D
x z Q x z,

2
, , , 27x b

r
b xx b

0
2

where (xb, z) corresponds to a point in the bulk of the system. Interestingly, this z-dependent force density
satisfies an equation of state, andwill not depend on the details of the confining boundary. It is entirely predicted
by bulk properties of thefluid, but, again, these properties are notmeasured byΠw(z), since(27) differs
from(19) because thefluid is anisotropic. Note that for weakly sedimenting systems, however, equation (21)
shows the difference between Px(z) andΠw(z) to vanish so that a pressure gauge could be used, in principle, to
accessΠw(z) orΠm(z)when the self-propulsion speed ismuch larger than the sedimentation velocity.

5. Conclusion

In this paperwehaveused active Janus colloids andABPs to study sedimenting active particles.Wehave shown
experimentally thatwhen the sedimentation speed is comparable to the propulsion speed, a net polarizationof the
active colloids develops in the bulk of the system.The theoretical predictions for the distribution of orientations of
theparticles agree verywellwith the experimental resultswithout any free parameter.We then discussed different
expressions of pressure for sedimenting active particles.Using ourABPmodel,wehave shown that the bulk
pressure defined as theweight exerted on the systemabove a certain height can be interpreted in terms of local
momentum transfer. This is verified to a very good approximation inour experiments. Finallywediscussedwhen
such bulk expressions of pressure can be related to local force densities exertedonpressure gauges.
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AppendixA.Measuring vs andmaximum v vs 0 ratio

A.1. vs measurement
Getting a precisemeasure of vs is essential as we do not have direct access to q( )v u0 but to q= -˙ ( )v vr u es z0 .
While wemeasure the tilt of the experimental chamberwith the resultingα angle, and could apriori compute vs,

7
The bulk pressure indeed scales as r m( )v D2 r0

2 while theweight of particles at the boundary scales as m r( )v v Ds r0 .
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the resulting error bars are too large for a quantitative study.We thus decided tomeasure it aposteriori using the
2Dprobability density function, and the fact that p- =˙ ( ) ˙ ( )r r v0 2 s. This givesmuchmore precise
measurement of vs and indirectly v0 and f (θ).We verify infigure A1 that q˙ ( )r is not isotropic due to vs
contribution (red), but that as expected q = -( ) ˙v vu r es z0 becomes isotropic whenwe remove vs
contribution (blue).

A.2.Maximum v vs 0 ratio
In the experiments the ratio vs/v0 varies from∼0.09 to∼0.29.Higher ratios are experimentally difficult to access
quantitatively as the gas phase is so sparse that there is not enough consistent data. Another difficulty arises from
the fact that we are tilting solely the experimental chamber, and not the fullmicroscope. This induces strong
defocus for the highest vs/v0 ratio, which limits the effective size of observation.While it would be possible to tilt
the full experiment, including themicroscope, the control and precisionwould then bemuchmore difficult
thanwith a piezoelectric device.

Appendix B. Projected 3D

In themain text, wemodelled the experimental Janus colloids as ABPs living in the two dimensions of the
bottomplate. However, in practice, the orientation of the colloids is not constrained to the 2Dplane and can
venture in the third dimension.We show in this appendix that taking into account the 3Dorientation of the
particles leads to very small corrections to the predictions of the 2Dmodel, so that the two cannot be
distinguished by the experiments.

In 3D, the Active Brownian dynamics of equation (2)now read

x= - = ´˙ ˙ ( )v v Dr u e u u; 2 , B.1s z r0

where x is a 3D vector of Gaussianwhite noises with zeromean and unit variance x x d dá ¢ ñ = - ¢( ) ( ) ( )t t t ti j ij ,
i and j beingCartesian coordinates. (Equation (B.1)uses Stratonovich convention.)Contrary to ABPs in 2D,we
do not have an exact solution for thismodel and thus resort to simulations.

The orientation u can be parametrized in 3Dby two angles θ andf.We take θ as before in the (x–z)-plane
with θ=0 along the z-axis so that, once integrated overfwe can compare the angular distributions q( )f d3

measured in simulations of equation (B.1) and the analytical result for q( )f d2 . The two are compared infigure B1
for the values of v vs d2 corresponding to the experiments, taking into account that, for the 3Dmodel, the speed
v0 appearing in equation (B.1) is related to the speedmeasured in the 2Dbottomplane by a geometric factor

p= ( )v v4d2 0. The difference between the distributions predicted by the 2D and 3Dmodels is smaller than 5%
and the experiments thus cannot discriminate between the two.

Figure A1.Red, q˙( )r is not isotropic due to vs contribution.Wemeasure vsusing p- =˙( ) ˙( ) vr r0 2 s.Blue, as expected
q = -( ) ˙v vu r es z0 becomes isotropicwhenwe remove vs contribution.
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AppendixC.Measuring mPout

Wediscuss how tomeasure in experiments the pressure at height z, defined as theweight above this position:

òm rP =
¥

( ) ( ) ( )z v z zd . C.1s
z

w

In theory, for an open system, the density profile follows an exponential decay, and should only vanish at
= +¥z . In the experiment, however, we can only integrate the density profile up to a height L, becausewe lose

particles that are out of the experimental window, or due to the defocus of themicroscope.We call themissing
contributionΠout andwrite

òm rP - P =( ( ) ) ( ) ( )z v z zd C.2s
z

w out

L

òm rP =
¥

( ) ( )v z zd . C.3sout
L

WeextractμΠout using a parametric plot of equation (C.2) against equation (21) for all accessible values of z.
We obtain an affine relationship (see figureC1, left).We thenmeasure−μΠout at the intersect between the affine
fit and the y-axis, andfindμΠout=0. 024±0.004 s−1. Note that we could equivalently use equation (19)
(see figure C1, right) but themeasurements ofQzz(z) andmz(z) are noisier (figureC2) and the corresponding
estimate ofΠout=0.03±0.005 s−1 slightly less reliable.

AppendixD. Sedimentation and active impulse

For the sake of generality, we derive in this appendix the relationship between the bulk pressureΠw(z), as defined
in(8), andmomentum and active impulse transfers in the bulk of the active system, in the presence of
translational diffusion.We consider particles evolvingwith the dynamics

hq= - +˙ ( ) ( )v v Dr u e . D.1s z0

Using Itō calculus, the dynamics of the exactmicroscopic density field r d= å -ˆ ( )r ri i is given by [21, 37]

r = -ˆ̇ · ˆ ( )J D.2

år r r q dº -  + L - + -ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ( ) ( ) ( )D D v vJ e u r r2 , D.3s z
i

i i0

where L( )tr, is a δ-correlatedGaussianwhite noisefield of zeromean and unit variance. In a sedimentation
profile, the steady state isflux-free leading to a vanishingmean current º á ñ =ˆJ J 0, so that

Figure B1. Exact angular distribution for 2DABPs (plain lines) and angular distribution for 3DABPsmeasured in simulations of
equation (B.1) (symbols).
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år q d r= á - ñ - ¶( ) ( ) ( ) ( )v z v D zr rcos , D.4s
i

i i z0

wherewe have introduced r rº á ñˆ andwe have used that the system is invariant by translation along x̂ to
replace  by∂z and to drop any useless dependence on x. Equation (D.4) simply states that the downward
contribution to the density current due to the sedimentation of the active particles is opposed both by the average
upwardmotion of the particles and by the upward diffusive flux. For non-interacting ABPs, thefirst termof the
rhs of equation (D.4) can be rewritten as the flux of active impulse [14]. Using Itō calculus, onewrites

q d q d q d
q d

¶ á - ñ=-á - ñ + Dá - ñ
- á - ñ

( ) ˙ ( ) ( )
( ) ( )

D

D

r r r r r r r

r r

cos cos cos

cos D.5
t i i i i i i i

r i i

so that, in steady state,

q d q d q dá - ñ = ¶ á - ñ - ¶ á - ñ( ) ( ) ˙ ( ) ( )D

D D
r r r r

z
r rcos cos cos . D.6i i zz

r
i i z

i

r
i i

FigureC1. òm m rP - P = ( )v z zdw s zout
L

versusμΠm (21) (left) and (19) (right) for experiment with vs/v0=0.29.We use this plot

tomeasureμΠout by looking at the intersect between the affinefit y=x+b and the y-axis.WefindμΠout=0. 03±0.005 s−1 for
(19), andμΠout=0. 024±0.004 s−1 for (21).

FigureC2.Blue circles: experimentalmeasurements formz (left) andQzz (right) versus z, using equations (17) and(18). Black circles
are the theoretical values from equation (20).
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Integrating equation (D.4) from z to¥ then leads to

ò å

å

r r q d

q d

= + á - ñ

- ¶ á - ñ

¥
( ) ( ) ˙ ( )

( ) ( )

v z D z
v

D

D
v

D

z r r

r r

cos

cos . D.7

s
z i r

i i i

z
i r

i i

0

0

Writing v0=μfp, with fp the propulsive force of an active particle, and dividing equation (D.7) byμ then leads to
the effectivemomentumbalance equation

å

å

r q d

q d

P = + á - ñ

- ¶ á - ñ º P

( ) ( ) ˙ ( )

( ) ( ) ( )

z kT z z
f

D

D
f

D
z

r r

r r

cos

cos D.8

i
i

p

r
i i

z
i

p

r
i i

w

m

which is equation (14) of themain text.
We note that the same result can also be obtained,more in linewith [14], by considering an underdamped

system and taking the overdamped limit at the end.

Appendix E. Force density exerted byABPs in a sedimentation profile

In this appendixwe detail the computation of the force density exerted by an active systemon a confining
interface located at height zw:

ò r= ¶
¥

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )P z V zr r d . E.1z w
z

z w
b

As before, we compute the dynamics of r ( )r andfind, in the steady state

r = = -¶˙ ( ) ( ) ( )Jr r0 , E.2z z

where Jz is themean density current along ẑ , which vanishes in the steady state:

r r m= = - - ¶ +( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )J v V v mr r r r0 . E.3z s z w z0

This allows us towrite themechanical pressure as

ò òm
r

m
= - +

¥ ¥
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )P z

v
z

v
m zr rd d . E.4z w

s

z z
z

0

b b

Using Itō calculus, we now compute the dynamics ofmz, defined in(17), which yields in the steady-state

å q d= = -¶ á - ñ -˙ ˙ ( ) ( )m z D mr r0 cos . E.5z z
i

i i i r z

Togetherwith equation (24), one gets

r m
= -¶

+
- - ¶[ ] ( )m v

Q

D

v

D
m

D
m V

2
. E.6z z

zz

r

s

r
z

r
z z w0

Therefore, themechanical pressure felt by the boundary is given by

òm
r

m
r

m
= - + + -

¥
( ) [ ( ) ( )] ( ) ( )P

v
z

v

D
Q

v v

D
mr r r rd

2
. E.7z

s

z r
b zz b

s

r
z b

0
2

0

b

This expression is valid for any z zb w . In particular, for zb=zwwe recover equation (26) of themain text.
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